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As You Like It

Original music composed and played by Jesse, Lisa, Heaven, Khloe & Oren

LAWRENCE ACADEMY FALL THEATRE PRODUCTION

As You Like It

by Jesse, Lisa, Heaven, Khloe & Oren

Original music composed and played

by Jesse, Lisa, Heaven, Khloe & Oren

Who plays what...
(in order of character appearance)

Orlando
Talman Fortune

Adam
Zach May

Oliver
Mark Russell

Le Beau
Sophie Hager

Charles
James Finneral

Celia
Shae McDonald

Touchstone
Aiden Travis

Rosalind
Gabriella DiVincenzo

Denise
Lisa Li

Duchess Freida
Lucia Stein

Duchess Senior
Lucia Stein

Amiens
Lisa Li

Ladies to the Duchesses
Jesse Trainor
Heaven Bellamy
Khloe Hartner

Jaques (pronounced Jayqueez)
Oren Karp

Phebe
Sophie Hager

Corin
Zach May

Silvius
James Finneral

Wiliow
Jesse Trainor

Hymen, God of Marriage
Lisa Li

Martext
Mark Russell

Jaques de Boys
Talman Fortune

There will be one brief intermission
The Forest of Arden is the place to which Rosalind and Celia and Orlando all escape in As You Like It. It is also a place of banishment that ends up being a blessing in disguise. It’s an escape from the world where people mistreat each other. The stage that we’ve built on top of our stage here in this theatre is a place where life is different than it is off it. It’s a place of escape, yes, and also a place where life is not unexamined. It turns out it’s a place where people can be someone else and at the same time perhaps figure out who they are. It’s an escape from 2014, but it’s definitely not 1599 either. Though that’s when Shakespeare first produced the play, tonight’s As You Like It takes place...well...whenever and wherever you like it; to wherever and whenever it is you would like to escape.
**Music Recital**

Program will be provided at Monday evening’s performance.

**Ensemble Concert**

**Lawrence Academy Band**
Kenji Kikuchi, director
Lisa Cooper, teacher

*Overture from “The Magic Flute”*  
W. A. Mozart

*Freddie Freeloader*  
Miles Davis

*Get In Line*  
Gordon Goodwin

---

**Violin**
Jenny Lin  
Aaron Williams  
Frank Wu

**Flute**
Lucy Opalka  
Hannah Donovan

**Clarinet**
Subin Kim  
Yoon Koh

---

**Alto Sax**  
Samuel Rosenstein

**Trumpet**  
Jonathon Coombs

**Tuba**  
Heaven Bellamy

**Guitar**  
Robert Campbell

**Drums**  
Daniel Stern

---

**Lawrence Academy Singers**
Jenny Cooper, conductor  
Lisa Cooper, accompanist

**Fields of Gold**  
G. M. Sumner  
arr. Roger Emerson

*In Flanders Fields*  
words by Dr. John McCrae  
music by John Jacobson and Roger Emerson

Selections from *The Armed Man: A Mass for Peace*  
Karl Jenkins

---

**Soprano**  
Victoria Brandvold  
Jorie Van Nest  
Anna Duffy  
Lisa Li  
Angel Xie  
Kendra Mac

**Alto**  
Sophie Hager  
Margaret Davey  
Caroline Donovan  
Jesse Trainor  
Rachel Fiato  
Eliza Higgins  
Emma Grant

**Tenor**  
Jake Duffy  
Ethan O’Dell

**Bass**  
Travis Anctil  
Tim Joumas  
Peter Reichheld
Thursday, Nov 13, 2014 6:00 PM, Williams Arts Center

**Digital Photography**
Erica Christiansen
Brian Potter
Kelley Potter
Devan Taylor
Greg White
Rory Wise

**Photography I [B]**
Nick Bryars
Drew Cioffi
Zack Corr
Abigail Cote
Alex DiPietro
Matt Hayes
Yao Hsiao (Vanessa)
Zach May
Katie Lotane
Austin Luckey
Ana Mendoza
Nick Messina

Craig Needham
Liam O’Sullivan
Jule Paurat
Emily Pratt
Ebie Quinn
Aidan Schlotman
Courtney Spence
Beatriz Riverola
Matt Rose
Carter Tyson
Cara Wurster Parnes

**Drawing**
Colleen MacInnis
Kyle Gillen-Hughes
Ben Purtell
Aiden Perry
Taylor Drago
Federico Terrazas
Tram Nguyen (Jenny)
Qilin Yang (Oliver)

Meixin Huang (Milenna)
Yu-Fei Wang (Wendy)
Eun Young Lee (Ester)

**Painting**
Hannah Currie
Robert Nadel
Coby Goodrich
Kate Surette
Maya Cratsley
Renee Perkins
Jordan Monbouquette
Ade McCullough
Kenzie Melvin

**Honors Visual Art**
Emily Duffy Denzer
Jessie Niemann
Sara Murphy
Erin Gifford
Kaori Matsuhashi

Stephanie Ploof
Seong Hyun Bae (Edward)
Mukhtar Amiry
Jess Gross
Rachel Pigula
Meredith Long
Carmen Lyons
Students in Dance Program

**Honors Dance**
Richie Cardillo  
Andrew Fyffe  
Emma Horn  
Amanda Johnson  
Amadu Kunateh  
Cailey Mastrangelo  
Melissa Menard  
Lizzie Morrison  
Lyndsey Parry  
Emily Pisacreta  
Paige Roderick  
Irene Yang

**Lawrence Academy Dance Ensemble (after school dance)**  
Ashley Barron  
Abby Bostick

**Intro to Dance Technique**  
Katie Driscoll  
Anna Duffy  
Andrew Fyffe  
Erin Gifford  
Mackenzie Gondek  
Chloe Hoang  
Vivian Liu  
Lizzie Morrison  
Emily Pisacreta  
Alex Tansey  
Angel Xie  
Katia Zardoya

**World of Dance**  
Chloe Hoang  
Demitri Jackson  
Michael Nodarse  
Mark Russell  
Kelsey Ryan  
Nicole Saber  
Alicia Siekmian  
Sarah Wright  
Francis Corvino  
Erik Ekberg  
Kayla Hussey  
David Pyne  
Ben Stone

Thursday, November 13, and Friday, November 14, 2014  7:00 PM, Black Box Theatre
Thanks to LA’s Parents’ Association for generously providing refreshments for guests at the Thursday, Friday, and Saturday theatre performances.